VOYAGER 4300 UC SERIES

Free your workers from their desks with the perfect entry-level Bluetooth wireless headset. Meet the Voyager 4300 UC Series. It's everything they need to stay productive and connect to all their devices whether at home or in the office. Keep your teams productive with outstanding audio quality, all-day comfort and dual-mic Acoustic Fence technology that eliminates background noise. And it's an IT manager’s dream with easy deployment and full remote management – all at an unbeatable price. Phenomenal flexibility, connectivity, and freedom? Yes please!

- Noise-canceling dual-mic with Acoustic Fence technology
- Acoustic hearing protection with SoundGuard DIGITAL
- Designed for portability: use at home and in the office
- Comfortable, adjustable padded headband
- Mono and stereo wearing styles

BLUETOOTH® OFFICE HEADSETS

BENEFITS

- Walk-and-talk with ease with up to 50 meters/164 feet of Bluetooth wireless range (with included BT700 USB adapter)
- One headset, choose your device—PC/Mac and mobile phone connection options with UC versions
- Multiple device connections—desk phone, PC/Mac and mobile phone connection options with Office base (sold separately)
- Extend the battery life of your headset by using it cored, with audio over USB mode
- Stay productive with up to a full 24 hours of wireless talk time
VOYAGER 4300 UC SERIES

SPECIFICATIONS

CONNECTS TO
- **Voyager 4300 UC Series**: Connects to PC/Mac via BT700 USB-A or USB-C adapter and a mobile phone via Bluetooth v5.2
- **Voyager 4300 UC Series with Voyager Office base**: Connects to a desk phone (via telephone interface cable), computer (via USB-A or USB-C cable) and mobile (via Bluetooth)

RECOMMENDED FOR
- **Voyager 4300 UC Series**: Professionals who prefer the freedom of hands-free calls all day at home or in the office
- **Voyager 4300 Series with Voyager Office base**: Professionals who prefer the freedom of hands-free calls all day at home or in the office that are looking for connection to desk phones

WIRELESS
- Bluetooth v5.2
- Class 1
- Multipoint connectivity, headset connect to two devices at the same time, remembers up to 8 devices
- Supported Bluetooth profiles
  - A2DP, AVRCP, HSP, HFP
- Range
  - Voyager 4300 UC Series: up to 50 meters/164 feet
  - Voyager 4300 Series with Voyager Office base: Up to 91 meters/300 feet

BATTERY
- Battery Capacity: 350 mAH
- Battery Type: lithium ion
- Talk time:
  - Up to 24 hours (online indicator off)**
  - Up to 18 hours (online indicator on, default setting)
- Listening time: up to 47 hours
- Charge time: 1.6 hours for a full charge
- Fast Charge: up to 10 hours listening time after 15 mins of charge
- Standby time: up to 50 days

RECEIVE FREQUENCY RESPONSE
- Dynamic EQ optimized for PC wideband voice telephony up to 7 kHz or for multimedia 20 Hz to 20 kHz

HEARING PROTECTION
- SoundGuard DIGITAL: G616 support limits the level to 102 dBSPL; Time-weighted average prevents average daily noise exposure from exceeding 85dBA***

MICROPHONE AND TECHNOLOGY
- Flexible noise canceling boom with dual microphone Acoustic Fence technology
- Easy access mute button on microphone boom

HEADSET CONTROLS AND LIGHTS
- Call answer/end, mute, volume +/-, power ON/OFF/PAIRING
- Online Indicator - Two LED indicators on speaker housing shows in a call status

HEADSET BASE CONTROLS
- **Voyager 4300 UC Series with Charge stand**: Desk charger only
- **Voyager Office base**: Desk phone, Softphone selector button, Microsoft Teams button (Microsoft Teams version only)

HEADSET WEIGHT
- **Voyager 4310 Over-the-head (monaural)**: 122 g/.27 lbs
- **Voyager 4320 Over-the-head (stereo)**: 162 g/.35 lbs

ACCESSORIES (INCLUDED)
- **Voyager 4300 UC Series**: Carry case, BT700 USB adapter and charging cable. Charging cable length: 1.5 meters/4.9 feet
- **Voyager 4300 UC Series with Charge stand**: Carry case, BT700 USB adapter, charge stand and charging cable. Charging cable length: 1.5 meters/4.9 feet

MANAGEABILITY
- Cloud: Poly Lens service (some solutions sold separately)
- Local (Windows/Mac): Poly Lens Desktop App

CERTIFICATION
- Microsoft Teams (Teams version only)
- Zoom

WARRANTY
- 2-year limited warranty included

*Voyager Office base available as an accessory, sold separately
**Requires setting change via Poly Lens or Plantronics Hub
***Requires Poly Lens Desktop App to enable SoundGuard DIGITAL features

LEARN MORE
For more information on Voyager 4300 Series visit [https://www.poly.com/voyager-4300](https://www.poly.com/voyager-4300)
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